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Welcome to the third edition of SmartC2Net biannual
Newsletter.
With this edition, we aim to inform you about the project
progress and achievements.

PUBLICATIONS
The SmartC2Net consortium is active promoting work carried-out by publishing at conferences and events. Within the
second half of 2014, project partners have published papers at European events, very prestigious and relevant to the
industry.
Papers are as follows:
-

CIGRÉ Session 2014; August 2014 (http://www.cigre.org/Events/Session/Session-2014)
"Security of communications in voltage control for grids connecting DER: impact analysis and
anomalous behaviours", by G. Dondossola, R. Terruggia

-

SmartGridComm 2014; November 2014 (http://sgc2014.ieee-smartgridcomm.org/)
"Coverage and Capacity Analysis of Wireless M2M Technologies for Smart
Distribution Grid Services", by C. Hägerling, C. Ide and C. Wietfeld
"Software-Defined Networking for Smart Grid Communications: Applications,
Challenges and Advantages", by N. Dorsch, F. Kurtz, H. Georg, C. Hägerling and C. Wietfeld
"Scheduling Data Access in Smart Grid Networks Utilizing Context Information"
by M. Findrik, J. Groenbaek and R. L. Olsen

-

Smart Energy Conference 2014; November 2014 (http://www.smart-energy-conference.de)
"Design and Analysis of an Adaptive System Architecture for Monitoring and Control of Energy Distribution Grids", by F.
M. Kurtz and C. Hägerling

Regarding future publications, activities are currently ongoing to prepare materials to be published at 2015 CIRED in Lyon
- France (June 15-18); the ACM-SAC 2015 to be held in Salamanca - Spain (April 13-17); and at the 2015 ECC to be held in
Linz - Austria (July 15-17).
For more information, please visit the publications section at the project website (http://smartc2net.eu/publications).
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PARTICIPATION IN EVENTS
IEEE Smart Grid Comm 2014
The SmartC2Net participated at the 2014 edition of IEEE Smart Grid
Comm, held in Venice – Italy, November 3-6, with a joint workshop
organized with CDAX project. The workshop aims at addressing the
communication challenges of smart grid applications. During the
sessions, key issues to enable smart grid control via communication
networks were highlighted by presentations from both projects. In a
subsequent panel including industrial representatives, the need for
advanced control schemes in future smart grids were elaborated and
discussed with the audience. For more information, please see
presentation available at http://sgc2014.ieee-smartgridcomm.org/content/ws2.

2014 CIGRÉ SESSION
The SmartC2Net was present at the 2014 CIGRÉ SESSION on
August 24-29 that took place at the Palais des Congrès in Paris.
RSE has discussed a paper and presented a poster on “Security
of communications in voltage control for grids connecting DER:
impact analysis and anomalous behaviours”, and EFACEC has
distributed the project flyer at its booth.

EXPERT ADVISORY BOARD 2ND MEETING
The second general EEAB meeting will take place on January 13, in Denmark at Aalborg University. The main purpose for
this meeting is to present the preliminary results with specific focus on the demonstration of the Aalborg testbed,
particularly implementations of robust low-voltage grid control for fluctuating communication network performance.
The EEAB Members are:
- C. M. Portela, F. Bodewes - Enexis, Netherlands;
- P. Melgaard - Thy-Mors Energi, Denmark;
- A. Blanquet - EDP Distribuicão, Portugal;
- M. Urban - EVN Netz, Austria;
- C. Tornelli - Representative of Grid4EU Project, Italy.
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TECHNICAL SECTION
DETAILED MONITORING ARCHITECTURE
The SmartC2Net monitoring system needs to take grid controller requirements and actual communication network
Quality-of-Service (QoS) metrics (delay, loss, etc.) into account to deliver the best monitoring data quality possible. To
do so, it can dynamically change monitoring configurations (access techniques, update frequencies, protocols, etc.)
during runtime to react to uncontrollable QoS changes (e.g. congestion, link overload, link failure, etc.). In addition, the
adaptive reconfigurations consider priorities of monitoring variables as well as the overall data quality of the full set of
monitoring tasks. In case a monitoring task cannot be executed to deliver a sufficient data quality, the issue has to be
reliably reported to the requesting controller.

Software Design
The SmartC2Net monitoring solution
consists of four main functional layers:
 Application Programming
Interface (API)
 Publishing Layer
 Processing Layer
 Monitoring Layer

Monitoring Tasks
(variable, requirements, priority)

PUBLISHER

(5) updEstimation(estid,{qid1,qid2,...})

Task Manager

(6) cfgid

Quality Estimator

(1) rquEstimation(varid,{cfgid1,cfgid2,...})
(4) estid/NACK
(3) {QoS1,QoS2,...}
(2) rquQoSOptions(varid)

All layers are designed to be
independent software components
Network QoS Manager
capable of running locally or in
a distributed fashion. The management
of the full set of monitoring tasks
Task Configurations
requested by the grid controller is
( processing/monitoring layer)
done by the Publisher, which is the
Basic principle of monitoring task management
most important component of
the monitoring architecture. It is based on a close interaction between a holistic task management and a continuous data
quality estimation. Mismatch probabilities are used as metric for data quality as they give more room for task
optimization compared to pure delay and loss metrics, as the definition/value of the mismatch probability also takes the
actual dynamics of the measured variable into account.

The final task, management performance and complexity, depends on different score functions and approaches for
learning dependencies between running monitoring tasks. Various approaches will be studied by simulation and
implemented to be able to highlight benefits and drawbacks of the individual solutions. All approaches assume that there
is no accurate network model available to predict delay and loss, as this might be too complex in a large scale and multitechnology communication configuration of a smart grid. As a result, the main challenge of the Task Manager is to
adaptively configure its monitoring components without exactly knowing if and how additional/removed traffic will
influence the communication QoS experienced by already running tasks.
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DETAILED COMMUNICATION ARCHITECTURE

SmartC2Net System
Architecture - High Level View
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WAN
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Flex. Load
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From an in-depth analysis of the SmartC2Net Use Cases a detailed
communication architecture is derived. By accounting for the
different requirements of these application scenarios, both physical
ICT options as well as appropriate higher-layer protocols are defined.
A high-level view of the overall system architecture can be seen in the
figure. The respective logical interfaces governing the diverse
information flows are mapped onto this structure which itself
adheres to the Smart Grid Reference Architecture (SGRAM),
as defined by the CEN-CENELEC-ETSI Smart Grid Coordination Group.

Network / Grid
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Control
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WAN

EV
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EV
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Spot
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Abbreviations:
AMR: Advanced Meter
Reading
AN: Access Network
CEMS: Customer Energy
Management
System
EV: Electric Vehicle
DSO: Distribution
System Operator
DER: Distributed Energy
Resources
LVG: Low Voltage Grid
MVC: Medium Voltage
Control
MVG: Mid Voltage Grid
TSO: Transmission
System Operator
UC: Use Case
WAN: Wide Area
Networks

External Systems
Added Value
Services
Aggregation
System
AMR Operation
system Data hub
Reservation
service
TSO
Weather
information
service
Distribution
Market

CONTROL FRMEWORK AND MODELS
The SmartC2Net project has one of its focuses on control of the low voltage
and medium voltage levels of an electrical grid. The control framework has the
hierarchical structure shown in figure on the right. The top layer of the
hierarchy is Central Management that e.g. includes a demand response
platform for exploiting flexible energy of consumers. The second layer is the
HV/MV Primary Substation (MV Grid Controller – MVGC) that manages the
medium voltage grid. On this layer, this controller must ensure a satisfactory
voltage profile throughout the grid, manage the flexible energy form the
available assets and minimize losses in the grid. The third layer is MV/LV
Secondary Substation (LV Grid Controller – LVGC) that must ensure a
satisfactory voltage profile in the grid, manage the flexible energy form the
available assets.
There is communication between each layer of the hierarchy. The
characteristics of the communication are being taken into account in the
controller design, since delays or lost packets on the network may affect the
performance of the control.

Hierarchical control structure

To reach their objectives, the control strategies must manipulate both flexible
production and consumption; thus, models of these production and consumption units are derived with control
interfaces. The set of production units includes photovoltaic systems and wind power plants, and the set of flexible
consumption units includes electric vehicle charging and customer energy management systems.
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The derived models have been collected into a MATLAB toolbox
that enables simulation and control of low voltage and medium
voltage grids. The simulation tool includes real measurement
data for household consumption profiles, which makes the
simulation scenarios realistic.
The
toolbox
DiSC
is
available
at
http://kom.aau.dk/project/SmartGridControl/DiSC/ and has
already had 218 unique visitors. Benchmark controllers will be
incorporated in the next revision of the tool that will be available
by the end of the year.
The simulation tool can be used for studying the voltage profile
of an electrical grid, as exemplified in the figure on the right. The
figure shows the voltage at three busses of a low voltage grid
over two days, where photovoltaic systems are installed. It is
seen that the voltage increases around noon due to the power
production from the photovoltaic systems.

Voltage of three busses in a low voltage grid with
several PV systems installed

This illustrates that the introduction of renewable energy resources in the low voltage and medium voltage grids can
course voltage issues. However, these effects can be alleviated by a control strategy that exploits the flexible assets in
the grid. The developed MATLAB toolbox enables the analysis and design of such a controller.

SMART ENERGY SYSTEM - TESTBEDS AT AALBORG UNIVERSITY
Architecture
Power System Emulator. This system consists of two elements namely the
Real-Time Digital Simulator and the Power Linear Amplifier. The RealTime Digital Simulator based on Opal-RT technology is implementing the
benchmark MV/LV grid. The Opal-RT is able to simulate up to 10000 threephase buses in RMS and 600 nodes in EMT. Implementation of all models
is based on Matlab/Simulink. The 3-phase voltages measured in a given
point in the distribution network are applied to the 50 kVA AC/DC fully
regenerative Power Linear Amplifier that is supplying the physical
components i.e. Dispersed Energy Resource, Flexible Load as they are part
of the larger system. The three phase currents are fed back to the RealTime Digital Simulator.
Dispersed Energy Resource. A fully regenerative four-quadrant power
converter is emulating the dispersed generation unit. It has
±20kW/±10kVAR capability and it is used to mimic characteristics of a
small wind turbine, a PV system or energy storage. Implementation of
models as well as controls is done using Matlab/Simulink on a 1103 dSpace
system. This emulator is controllable remotely via the internal high-speed
communication network.
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Flexible Load. A 4.5 kW Controllable AC/DC Load is used to mimic the behavior of loads in a typical household.
Implementation of models as well as controls is done using Matlab/Simulink. This system is receiving set-points from a
hierarchical control structure.
ICT Layer. It is the ICT backbone for the setup and aims to emulate different technologies and topologies for the
communication networks. A dedicated server is used to mimic the characteristics of different communication networks
such as 3G, LTE, xDSL etc. A dedicated server is used for stochastic traffic modelling and trace based traffic generation.
The network control including mapping GIS data to communication network as well as Offline and Online network
reconfiguration is done from a Visualization server.
Control Layers. A dedicated platform for demand response provided by EFACEC is used to host functionalities related to
aggregation and control of large-scale flexible loads in distribution networks. A dedicated industrial controller based on
EFACEC UC 500 platform is used to host typical control functions in primary substations in medium voltage grids. It is also
offering the possibility to implement and verify new control and operational strategies for components in medium
voltage networks such as voltage control, loss minimization, etc. This industrial controller is getting information from the
downstream assets placed in medium and low voltage networks. A dedicated industrial controller based on EFACEC
G Smart platform is used to host new control functionalities in secondary substations (medium to low voltage). This
platform offers the possibility to implement and verify new control and operational strategies for flexible assets in low
voltage networks such as voltage control along the low voltage feeders, aggregation of data from smart meters, etc. An
industrial controller provided by Bachmann is hosting typical control functionalities implemented in renewable based
generation plants such as wind or PV. Implementation of controls in all platforms is done using Matlab/Simulink.
Smart Meters. Different smart meter technologies i.e. EFACEC and Kamstrup, are providing power and energy
consumption from the physical assets to the upper hierarchical control levels.
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Control Functionalities in SmartC2net
The following Control Functionalities are targeted for demonstrations at LVGC level:





Voltage control on LV feeders
Power curtailment of micro-generation
Energy storage control
Aggregation of data from Smart Meters for control purposes

The following Control Functionalities are targeted for demonstrations at MVGC level:





Voltage control on one MV feeder
Optimization of losses
Supply management (curtailment and ramp rate control)
Grid monitoring (data aggregation from smart meters)

Key Features
The proposed architecture for the External generation site testbed is enabling demonstrating the feasibility of
distribution grid operation over an imperfect communication network considering:







Three main control layers associated to DSO level, primary substation and secondary substation
Industrial platforms for hosting developed control features
Realistic representation of different types of communication networks
Realistic representation of the distribution grids including assets and their flexibility.
Communication protocols used currently within Smart Grid applications
Realistic effect and impact of faults and performance degradation in the public communication lines between
different control layers and assets in the distribution system.
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